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		Ways to study for a Foreign Language Test
Vocabulary and Verbs

Make flash cards.  This is beneficial for learning what the words mean.  This is not particularly helpful for learning the spelling, unless you also recite the spelling aloud.
Copy the words over and over on paper.
Make a recording of the vocabulary words or verb spelling.  Listen to it as your do things in your room.
Recite the spelling of the words aloud.  Just looking at the words in your binder, or saying them silently in your head, has not been proven to be very successful in learning.
Work with a partner, quizzing each other on spelling (aloud) and translation.

Grammar

Take good notes as we go over explanation sheets.
Listen very carefully in class.  If you have a question, ask me.  Don’t wait until after a test to decide you don’t understand.
At home, re-read the grammar explanation sheet carefully.  Try to understand each sentence you read.  If there is a point you don’t understand, write it down on a piece of paper and come ask me the next day.
Do all your homework carefully, using your notes and explanation sheets.  Remember that the homework usually deals with what we have studied that day in class.  It will help you understand and practice what we did in class.  

Special note: Don’t get behind in your studies.  Begin learning vocabulary, grammar, and verbs the very first day they are introduced.  Don’t put it all off until the night before the test.  Also, stay organized and keep everything in your binder.
Reading
It is important for you to understand how to read a passage in a foreign language.  The biggest mistake that students make is that they will try to read literally and translate word for word.  This takes an incredible amount of time and often yields few results.  Instead of looking up each word, use the following suggestions to help you when reading in Spanish:
	Read to get the general meaning, not to translate into English.  Don’t translate unless absolutely necessary.

Don’t panic if you run across unfamiliar words.  Instead, skip over the word and go on reading the sentence.  You will often be able to figure out what the word is by the context that it is in.  It may also be unnecessary to know that particular word.  If it becomes apparent that it is essential to know the meaning of a particular word, then go to the dictionary.
	If there are questions to answer, look at these before you begin to read.  This will help you know what to look for.

